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Mail from Fritz Reuter on BDS issues 

Here is my input to the BDS meeting in Paris from home. I do not like to come up only with headers. 
 
Like the PAS Electromechanical requirements to CAX systems, also the BDS is simply an application of the 
series 61360 in an industrial environment.  
 
1) We need to discuss the life cycle approach of a DET and related requirements 
 
I suppose none is contradicting the life cycle approach as this will bring a lot of savings in engineering etc, 
although until now nothing has been done in this area (as far as I know). The <as_supplied> phase  as 
considered up to now in the data base is the minor part of the issue. 
 
The following questions come up: 
 
A) Where to document/store the proposed or future qualifiers of the BDS Part 1 if accepted in an economic 
style without introducing additional overhead for its management; 
 
B) We need to have predefined groupings of DETS (Block as per IEC SC65B) being identified separately (as 
feature class?) and of course its composite DETS. Where to put those groups? The groups have in principle 
nothing to do with a specific product class.  
 
One of the best principles of grouping are the Reference Designation set for an object, the  terminal 
reference designation set or for the identification set for a product. 
 
C) The actual structure of the data base is not at all user friendly. It is a mainly theoretical approach. If you 
look into the root class you will find an increasing number of DETs. If a user is searching for an issue, he has 
to verify each definitions of those in order to find what he needs; take as the best example the properties 
defining the external shape of a body. They are all gathered in the root, but if you search for the DETs of a 
cone .... 
 
DETs, need to be structured into groups for user-friendliness, may be even within the root. I have spoken 
with a lot of people; nearly none is collecting the DETs starting from the root. For me as a result the data 
base structure need to be more user-friendly for an application by normal users.  
 
D) This item leads me to the planned 2nd part of the BDS. This part will provide a predefined structure of a 
technical data sheet. We will have more than 25 clauses in that document; each dealing with a collection of 
predefined DETs. There will be a lot of clauses having a resource collection of DETS for that group. Others 
won't have predefined DETs within a clause as they are very product-class depending. Part 2 will be a true 
help for people starting to describe Dets for their products, as it serves as a guideline for its work and offers 
already a resource collection of predefined properties. One of those clauses is the ambiental conditions. 
 
Where to document/store the proposed or future DETs of the BDS Part 2 if accepted in an economic style 
without introducing additional overhead for its management? 
 
How to manage them? Is the actual validation group the proper place? 
 



If we manage those items along that meeting then I would be happy. 
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